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About Broad Street Alerts:
Big opportunities in Small Cap’s in a down market
***ATTENTION*** Update and possible early bird alert- Today 2/11/16 at 9:30 AM we are
profiling Inventergy Global Inc. (NASDAQ: INVT) to our entire member base once again as we
see some possible near term upside setting up- Full Report:
http://smallcapstreet.com/nasdaqinvt/ or http://broadstreetalerts.com/invt-breakout/
Broadstreetalerts.com recent profiles and track record, 157% in verifiable potential gains for our
members in December 2015 alone.
***BACK ON ALERT*** (2/11/16) December 29th, 2015- (NASDAQ: INVT) opened $1.35/share hit a high
midday of $2.82/share over 100% in gains for our members.
December 15th, 2015-(NYSE-MKT: XXII) opened at $1.29 hit a high of $1.54 within 3 days for gains of
19% for our members.
December 2nd, 2015- (NASDAQ: TCCO) opened at $3.25 hit a high of $4.50 within 3 days for 38% gains
for our members.
These are numbers that make traders drool. Any trader in any market would fall all over themselves to
see numbers like this. So if you’ve been on the fence, perhaps it’s time to start doing some research and
verify our numbers for yourself. We are constantly raising the bar and separate ourselves from the rest
of the small-cap newsletters as the best in business. We know with a large following comes a large
responsibility as we have everyone from institutional investors to the beginner following our profiled
securities in our newsletters. This is something we take very seriously always seeking small cap growth
companies that have both near and long-term potential for our members.
***Get our small cap profiles, special situation and watch alerts in real time. We are now offering our
VIP SMS/text alert service for free, simply text the word “Alerts” to the phone number 25827 from your
cell phone.

Due Diligence Report: PKGM Surges on Acquisition News
Summary:
Pocket Games, Inc., a development stage company, develops, markets, and sells interactive games for
mobile devices, tablets, and computers. The company offers Idol Hands, a PC game. It also provides
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outsourced application development services. The company was founded in 2013 and is based in Far
Rockaway, New York.
Pocket Games, Inc. is a new force in Video Games, aiming to bring together some of the industries key
and influential figures to create a Company that delivers the very best in PC and Mobile gaming to the fast
growing gaming community. The Company modus operandi is to acquired fantastic IP, build brands
around that IP and bring other Companies into the fold, in order to have a powerful base from which to
succeed. It has already acquired its first IP in Idol Hands, a PC game that is due to be launched in Q1 2015.
Plans are already underway to take the title to other platforms to maximize the exposure of the IP and to
build a strong revenue base from which to work.
Having been approved by the SEC in April 2014 and granted access to the Public Markets in June 2014 it
intends to apply for membership of the influential OTC QB tier of membership of the OTC Markets in due
course. The Company has undergone an A Round of funding and is seeking to open a B Round in Q2 2015.
The Company completed the DTC process in June 2014 and is DWAC eligible. It trades under the symbol
PKGM.
Pocket Games, Inc. has a current market capitalization of $0.365 M with 21.46 M outstanding shares. Its
daily average volume traded is 4.97 M shares.

Key Indicators (Q3 2015)
Shares Outstanding

21.46 M

Revenue

Nil

Gross Profit

Nil

Net Income (basic/diluted)

-1.19 M

Cash and Short-term Inv

0.04 M

Total Debt

0.11 M

Performance (6 months)

Recent News and Analysis:
Most recently, Pocket Games Inc. announced that it has completed its previously announced acquisition
of Viximo, a social games platform, for $3.5 million in preferred stock. Viximo connects game developers
to sales channels in difficult to reach markets through its write once, deploy everywhere platform. Once
onboarded to the Viximo platform, social mobile games can be deployed across several stores
worldwide, providing vastly expanded user reach to game developers in the West. The Viximo toolset
also enables developers to increase user engagement and monetization as well as offering localization
options. These markets account for over 70% of global app-store market spend annually.
This news has pushed PKGM up 183% in the last two days. One possible reason for the investors'
enthusiasm about PKGM is the PR that the company released. The news that the company has
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completed the acquisition of Viximo seems to have contributed to the overall excitement, but one look
at the company's charts reveals that PKGM's ascent actually began the session that preceded the
announcement. So what caused this latest surge? The long and short of it is that the answer to that
question is unclear. There are no other significant developments related to PKGM, no pump campaigns
– not even social media activity targeting the ticker. In short – the jump that we are seeing now seems
to have begun without a good reason. The fact that PKGM has issued convertible notes that can be
turned into shares of its common stock at a 40-49% discount last year doesn't add to the company's
credibility, or the ticker's chances of continuing its surge, either. True, the debt was just $93 thousand,
but it is sort of indicative of the way PKGM does business. Factoring this into investor calculations is
perhaps now more important than ever, as since PKGM's 10-K for 2015 hasn't hit the web yet investors
currently have no way to know the exact state of the company's affairs

Conclusions:
Viximo is a company that is supposed to be heavily involved with the social media, yet its Facebook and
Twitter profiles seem to be abandoned. Its own website hasn't been updated for quite a while as well. It
says, for example, that Dale Strang is Viximo's CEO, yet, if you take a look at Mr. Strang's LinkedIn
profile, you'll see that he left the company in 2012. You’ll stumble upon an article which says that also in
2012, Viximo's “core team” was acquired by a company called Tapjoy. According to PKGM's press
releases, the social gaming platform is now headed by Michael Pope who has only briefly mentioned this
position in his LinkedIn resume. Basically, the internet is not exactly overflowing with information on
Viximo's current state of affairs, and things are not looking much better when it comes to PKGM. The
small OTC Company recently missed the deadline for its own 10-K which means that the latest set of
figures are now quite old. This is basically why investors need to proceed with caution when dealing
with PKGM, and keep an ear close to the ground, as when the above mentioned delayed 10-K hits the
web, if it does at all, it will dictate PKGM's chart movements in the immediate future.

Sources:
1. http://www.pocketgamesinc.com/about/
2. http://finance.yahoo.com/q/pr?s=PKGM
3. https://www.google.ca/finance?q=OTCMKTS%3APKGM&fstype=ii&hl=en&gl=ca&ei=HMm7VrGWHYK
72AaRp4iwDw
4. http://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=PKGM&p=D&b=5&g=0&id=p11987865503
5. http://www.hotstocked.com/article/92777/pocket-games-inc-otcmkts-pkgm-is-still-hot.html
6. https://www.hotstocked.com/article/92767/pocket-games-inc-otcmkts-pkgm-remains-shrouded.html
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Author’s Disclosure: I have no positions in any stocks mentioned, and no plans to initiate any positions within the
next 72 hours. I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my own opinions. I am not receiving compensation for
it, and I have no business relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned in the article. I reserve the
right to sell the redistribution rights to this report for up to two hundred fifty dollars/news source.
The information contained herein is not intended to be investment advice and does not constitute any form of
invitation or inducement by Robert Borowski, MSc. to engage in investment activity. Neither the information nor
any opinion expressed constitutes a solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security. Securities, financial
instruments, strategies, or commentary mentioned herein may not be suitable for all investors and this material
is not intended for any specific investor and does not take into account an investor’s particular investment
objectives, financial situations or needs. Any opinions expressed herein are given in good faith, are subject to
change without notice, and are only current as of the stated date of their issue. Prices, values, or income from
any securities or investments mentioned in this report may fluctuate, and an investor may, upon selling an
investment lose a portion of, or the entire principal amount invested. Past performance is no guarantee of future
results. Before acting on any recommendation in this material, you should consider whether it is suitable for
your particular circumstances and, if necessary, seek professional advice.
DISCLAIMER
Broad Street Alerts has compensated the author of this report up to two hundred and fifty dollars for the
redistribution rights for a period of up to 30 days.
BroadStreetAlerts.com is a wholly owned subsidiary of Small Cap Specialists LLC, herein referred to as SCS LLC.
Our reports/releases are a commercial advertisement and are for general information purposes ONLY. We are
engaged in the business of marketing and advertising companies for monetary compensation. We have not been
compensated in any form by any entity for this report. Never invest in any stock featured on our site or emails
unless you can afford to lose your entire investment. The disclaimer is to be read and fully understood before using
our services, joining our site or our email/blog list as well as any social networking platforms we may use.
PLEASE NOTE WELL: SCS LLC and its employees are not a Registered Investment Advisor, Broker Dealer or a member
of any association for other research providers in any jurisdiction whatsoever.
Release of Liability: Through use of this website viewing or using you agree to hold SCS LLC, its operators owners
and employees harmless and to completely release them from any and all liability due to any and all loss (monetary
or otherwise), damage (monetary or otherwise), or injury (monetary or otherwise) that you may incur. The
information contained herein is based on sources which we believe to be reliable but is not guaranteed by us as
being accurate and does not purport to be a complete statement or summary of the available data. SCS LLC
encourages readers and investors to supplement the information in these reports with independent research and
other professional advice. All information on featured companies is provided by the companies profiled, or is
available from public sources and SCS LLC makes no representations, warranties or guarantees as to the accuracy
or completeness of the disclosure by the profiled companies. None of the materials or advertisements herein
constitute offers or solicitations to purchase or sell securities of the companies profiled herein and any decision to
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invest in any such company or other financial decisions should not be made based upon the information provide
herein. Instead SCS LLC strongly urges you conduct a complete and independent investigation of the respective
companies and consideration of all pertinent risks. Readers are advised to review SEC periodic reports: Forms 10-Q,
10K, Form 8-K, insider reports, Forms 3, 4, 5 Schedule 13D. SCS LLC is compliant with the Can Spam Act of 2003. SCS
LLC does not offer such advice or analysis, and SCS LLC further urges you to consult your own independent tax,
business, financial and investment advisors. Investing in micro-cap and growth securities is highly speculative and
carries and extremely high degree of risk. It is possible that an investor’s investment may be lost or impaired due to
the speculative nature of the companies profiled.
The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 provides investors a ‘safe harbor’ in regard to forward-looking
statements. Any statements that express or involve discussions with respect to predictions, expectations, beliefs,
plans, projections, objectives, goals, assumptions or future events or performance are not statements of historical
fact may be “forward looking statements”. Forward looking statements are based on expectations, estimates, and
projections at the time the statements are made that involve a number of risks and uncertainties which could cause
actual results or events to differ materially from those presently anticipated. Forward looking statements in this
action may be identified through use of words such as “projects”, “foresee”, “expects”, “will”, “anticipates”,
“estimates”, “believes”, “understands”, or that by statements indicating certain actions & quote; “may”, “could”, or
“might” occur. Understand there is no guarantee past performance will be indicative of future results.
In preparing this publication, SCS LLC has relied upon information supplied by its customers, publicly available
information and press releases which it believes to be reliable; however, such reliability cannot be guaranteed.
Investors should not rely on the information contained in this website. Rather, investors should use the information
contained in this website as a starting point for doing additional independent research on the featured companies.
The advertisements in this website are believed to be reliable, however, SCS LLC and its owners, affiliates,
subsidiaries, officers, directors, representatives and agents disclaim any liability as to the completeness or accuracy
of the information contained in any advertisement and for any omissions of materials facts from such
advertisement. SCS LLC is not responsible for any claims made by the companies advertised herein, nor is SCS LLC
responsible for any other promotional firm, its program or its structure.
SCS LLC is not affiliated with any exchange, electronic quotation system, the Securities Exchange Commission or
FINRA. SCS LLC is not a Broker/Dealer and does not engage in high frequency trading.
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